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Since Blizzard Entertainment established the WarcraftÂ® series in 1994 with Warcraft: Orcs &

Humansâ„¢, the fantasy world of Azeroth has played home to multiple award-winning and

bestselling real-time strategy games, novels, comic books, and toysâ€”as well as the worldâ€™s

most popular subscription-based massively multiplayer online role-playing game, World of

WarcraftÂ®. This collection of iconic images by Blizzard Entertainment artists showcases the lush

landscapes, noble heroes, and nefarious villains that have captivated millions of players around the

globe. Whether players fight for the Alliance or the Horde, Azeroth serves as the shared stage for

their adventures. This set of thirty-two high-quality posters brings that vibrant and dynamic world

into stunning focus and serves as a vivid reminder of playersâ€™ epic experiences there.
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Best known for World of WarcraftÂ®, StarCraftÂ®, and DiabloÂ®, Blizzard Entertainment Inc., is a

premier developer and publisher of entertainment software renowned for creating some of the

industry's most critically acclaimed games, including fourteen #1-selling games and multiple Game

of the Year awards. Blizzard is located in Irvine, CA.

These are great looking posters. It's important to note both the size (by no means full poster sized,

they're 16" in length) and that these are double-sided. There are 32 images, but only 16 physical



posters. They're printed on a thick, glossy card-quality paper. The artwork includes patch release

posters, expansion box covers, racial themed art and some miscellaneous art. A great gift for any

World of Warcraft fan.

The posters in this collection are on quality (thicker) poster stock, which is a major plus. My main

complaint is that the posters are double sided, and as the collection's more desirable images are all

in the front you'll most likely have to buy two copies if you plan on framing/displaying the artwork.

The collection starts off with all of the box-art for the game and its expansions up to Mists then goes

into patch art pieces and finally fizzles off toward the end with Blood Elf, Draenei, Worgen, Orc,

Dwarf, Goblin and Pandaren filler pieces. The pieces for Wrath of the Lich King and the Burning

Crusade were especially nice, however the lack of quality artwork for each individual race was a

major disappointment.

I purchased this to add to one I found locally. Great art work and real nostalgia here. Size is 12" x

16"I do have 4 small issues -1) The posters are double sided, so if you want to display them as

posters/pictures you really need 2 if you want to display all of them. As an example I had to get 2

sets because I have all the box art covers displayed and to get all the art, I had to display both

sides.2) The posters are kind of hard to remove. I ended up using an exacto knife at the seam,3)

They are a kind of odd size at 12" x 16" - I was able to find posters locally at a large retailer, but a

more common size may have cheaper framesAnd one other note - just as a reference - poster

collection stops at Mists of Pandaria - so if you are looking for newer art than that, this won't have it.

These posters are really nice. They are printed on a card stock like paper and not easily crinkled like

most full sized posters. Finding frames to fit these was a little difficult and as I began to frame them I

was disappointing to find that some of the expansion cover posters were printed on the backs of

others. It was difficult going through all of these awesome posters and picking which ones were

going to be shown or sacrificed. Over all I like them and may end up buying another copy of the

book just so I can have all of the posters shown.

the posters are high quality card stock so that the edges don't rollover or fray. The images on them

are amazing. I just wish they weren't front and back because I would have loved to show all the

images at once. I used them to decorate my son's World of Warcraft themed Bar Mitzvah party and

they were a big hit :)



While there are 32 possible posters, they have printed these on the front and the back of the page,

so you really only get to chose 16 posters.

Being a HUGE WOW fan, this art poster book is simply amazing, takes me back through all the

years of playing. I have three in my collection.1 and 2 was so i could frame every front and back

artwork and hang in my man cave, and the other is well sealed and stored as a collectible.Love

WOW? buy this product.

Great quality posters they are on a heay paper and glossy love that! we ended up buying 2 because

they are double sided and we wanted all of the images however one where the spin is glued on is

ruined because it rips the picture, we tried on both sets to be very careful but no luck it ripped on

both. so we are short 1 image. other than that we really like it
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